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WHY M.E.L.T. IS NECESSARILY STILL-BORN. 

I recently read an article written in 2001 by S Mavroudes (University of Macedonia)  titled: THE 

MONETARY EQUIVALENT OF LABOUR AND CERTAIN ISSUES REGARDING MONEY AND THE VALUE OF 

LABOUR-POWER. I broadly agree with his critique of the New Solutions. His grasp of the nature of 

abstraction is superb with one exception discussed at the end. “Beginning from the most abstract (and 

simpler) level, at each stage of the dialectical spiral more concrete (and secondary) features should be 

added until — at the final stage — we can acquire the total unity of appearance and essence. Contrary 

to orthodox Economics, the Marxian abstraction refers to real relations and it is not a simply mental 

process”. In addition Mr Mavroudes takes the reader on a grand tour of the various proponents of the 

“New Solution” while investigating their different adaptions of the Monetary Equivalent of Labour 

Time (M.E.L.T.) 

On the negative side, he spends too much time in the undergrowth surrounding the question of 

abstract labour. There is something about abstract labour that seems to cast a spell on every analysist 

forcing them to investigate every nook and cranny of this issue, rather than focusing on the path.  

Both he and I start from the same fundamental assumption relating to MELT. MELT is impossible 

because the labour of the individual becomes part of the labour society, only  indirectly, through the 

detour of exchange. MELT could only apply if all exchanges were equal. But the opposite is the case, 

as we shall see, where, because of the difference between capitals amongst other things, exchange is 

invariably unequal. Indeed it is this inequality that allows capitalism to function, and, it is this 

inequality which is the source of its dynamism. “In capitalist commodity production, labour is only 

indirectly socialised through exchange. Therefore, the quantitative expression of value must assume a 

form of expression appropriate to the modalities of exchange… If value has labour time as an 

immanent measure (one appropriate to its nature, its primary determination in production) and money 

as an external measure (one appropriate to the secondary determination in exchange), it is the first 

that assumes primacy, it is inherently appropriate; and the second is externally necessitated.” The 

“New Solution” adopts Marx’s definition of money as the representative of value but ascertains the 

nature of this representation by a mere division of the total value by the total price of the net output. 

This is a direct, unmediated, and ideally abstract representation of value by money. Marx’s own 

analysis, however, stresses precisely the opposite: the representation of value by money is indirect, 

mediated, and a real abstraction.” 

The problem with the proponents of the New Solution is that they are unable to deal with the 

complexity of unequal exchange together with the forces which shape these divergences. Hence their 

analysis of money is necessarily flawed. The author’s choice of the word unevenness is acceptable. 

Back to basics. 

“Value, then, is created in production and is validated in exchange. The crucial distinction is that 

between use-value (expressing the material foundation of production) and value (the social form).” 

Value expresses the inner nature of commodity production and it cannot exist apart from the 

production of commodities. The division of labour which underlies exchange, gives rise to specific 

forms of labour which shape and form a particular commodity, say bread as opposed to a motor car. 

However, if we set aside these technically specific forms of labour, what is common to all 

commodities, is that they are products of labour, or in Marx’s words, abstract labour, labour shorn of 

its specificities and made general. In turn, while all commodities are fragments of social labour, they 

embody different sized fragments, and their exchange values expresses these differences by the 

numerical proportions in which commodities exchange against each other. Thus a loaf of bread which 
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contains a fragment of social labour ten thousand times smaller than a motor car, would tend to 

exchange in the proportion of ten thousand loaves of bread to one motor car but only if we assume 

equal exchange.  

“For Marx, in exchange is made visible the contradiction between private labour and the social division 

of labour which is internal to production itself.” I find the expression, the contradiction between 

private labour and the social division of labour, particularly satisfying.  The circuit of capital expresses 

this inter-relation. M.C the first exchange is the movement or transition from the social division of 

labour into private production. The second exchange C+M+ following production, is the movement 

from private production back into the social division of labour. Money then is the medium making 

possible this alternating conversion from the social to the private and back again. And because it is 

contradictory, the possibility always exists that these exchanges could break down, commodities may 

not be bought or sold, which means in the first case, capital would not be deployed, and, in the second 

case, the capital is lost. 

Abstract labour is labour shorn of its differences. Investigating capitalism in general is capital made 

average. This simplification is necessary to study and describe the capitalist social relation in its pure 

form, because only in its pure form does it stop being confused by incidental forms. As Mr Mavroudes 

states above, the movement back to the concrete is the process of adding back or reassembling the 

differences that have been previously removed. 

I believe science is practical. What Marx did was remove the differences in capital and labour which 

would have confused the analysis at a primary level. It is more accurate to say that not only did he 

remove differences, he removed the weights attached to these differences. Not all differences are  

equal, some are weightier than others and thus more consequential. Marx was being eminently 

scientific. This is an accepted method of investigation. 

What are these differences that Marx removed which had to be added back later?  

1. Within each industry are found multiple producers (firms) most with different individual costs 

of production. Not only that, but their output differs adding weight to the differences. Marx 

deals with this in Chapter 10 of Volume 3 under the category market value. 

2. Between industries the technical composition of capital necessarily differs. The ratio of means 

of production to living labour necessarily differs between a factory producing aeroplanes and 

a factory producing shirts. Marx deals with this in Chapter 9 of Volume 3 under the category 

prices of production. The greater the weight of difference between industries the greater the 

deviation of price from value. 

3. Over time investment alters the technical composition of capital (the weight or quantity of 

means of production versus the weight or number of workers utilising them) pressurising the 

rate of profit. Marx deals with this in Chapter 13 of Volume 3 under the heading The Tendency 

for the Rate of Profit to Fall. Again weights are ever present, for example the extent of the 

destruction and depreciation of capital needed to restore profitability. 

4. Turnover time. This does not have a specific section but is found in Volume 2 and Chapter 4 

of Volume 4. Turnover time dictates how quickly value can be produced and realised. An 

abrupt weighty reduction in turnover time is normally associated with the onset of crisis. 

5. New technologies and price changes related to the growing weight of their investment. 

6. The industrial cycle. Weights change between the descending phases and ascending phases 

but cancel out over the course of the entire cycle. In the recessionary phase, prices falling 

below values are at their most extreme (weighty), while. in the over-production phase, prices 

rising above values are at their most extreme.  
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7. Terms of trade. Marx was intending to deal much more comprehensively with international 

trade. 

8. Differences within  labour itself, particularly skill difference and changes in the weight and mix 

of skills. (I have deliberately ignored intensity differences.) 

9. Differences in the weight of productive labour versus the weight of unproductive labour. 

10. Differences in productivity stemming from factors unconnected to the composition of capital 

for example management techniques, climatic variations etc which feed into the organic as 

opposed to value composition of capital. 

These are the primary differences, there are secondary differences. Thus we see just how much had 

to first be removed and then added back to render capitalism concrete. Not only these differences but 

how they connect up, how they interfere with and affect each other. Capitalism is thus a complicated, 

but not complex (therefore incapable of being described) system as befits society’s first primitive and 

chaotic industrial mode of production. 

The fundamental flaw in MELT. 

Mr Mavroudes points to all these complexities and he correctly lambasts the New Solution theories 

for forced abstractions and a failure to take account all the intermediations which gives rise to 

unrecognised unevenness. He is at his strongest in this regard when he criticises their conception of 

the value of labour power. But he does not quite put his finger on the solution.  

True he identifies the central problem. “To collapse the mediated expression of value as price into the 

simple division of the total hours worked over the price of the net product is to miss both the complexity 

of the real process and the potential for disequilibrium inherent to the latter.” He actually means 

dividing the net product measured in Dollars or Pounds by the hours worked resulting in a price per 

hour worked. Actually, it would be more accurate to count the hours of productive labour rather than 

living labour which includes unproductive labour as the latter does not add to net output. 

I am unconcerned whether the numerator is net output (v + s) or gross output (c + v + s). The main 

error is that when dividing output by hours you arrive at a simple average. It is this simple average 

which is the substance of MELT. Here lies the error. At this time we remain unconcerned with issues 

relating to money itself.  

Why is this simple average misleading? It is misleading because it assumes that all differences carry 

equal weight. Only under this condition can simple averages and weighted averages coincide. This is 

very rare. While simple averages operate at an abstract level, the operative average at a concrete level 

can only be weighted averages. And invariably as we shall see they differ. 

If MELT was to have any validity it would need to be based on weighted averages rather than the 

simple average which describes it currently. The importance of distinguishing between these averages 

cannot be sufficiently emphasised. This is the reason I use “universal labour” time to describe concrete 

labour time because it is based on weighted averages rather than simple averages. 

Within the sphere of labour, the biggest factor causing this divergence between averages would be 

skill. The value of output provided by a skilled worker in Marxist terms, is a multiple that of unskilled 

worker. This is best explained by means of a table. Below we divide the working class into 5 levels or 

bands of skill with band 3 being the average skill. Column 1 represents each band. Column 2 details 

the actual hours of labour expended within each band. Column 3 represents the coefficient of labour, 

which expresses the skills as a ratio of unskilled labour or band 1. Column 4 details the adjusted hours 

of labour expended which is prepared by multiplying the physical hours by the coefficient of labour. 
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Table 1. 

Band  Physical hours  Coefficient of labour  Adjusted hours 
1  10,000   1    10,000 
2  8,000   1.25    10,000 
3  4,000   1.75    7,000 
4.  2,000   2.0    4,000 
5.  1,000   3.0    3,000 
Totals  25,000   1.75 average   36,000 
 

Here lies the rub. Physical and social hours differ. Which column to use when determining MELT. 

Physical hours as the capitalists do? Or adjusted (social) hours as Marxists should? If we were to 

assume the net product to be $360,000 the simple average (physical) would yield a value of $14-40 

per hour while the weighted average (for skill) would be $10. MELT cannot straddle both sums. It has 

to be either $14-40 or $10 dollars. They (New Solutions) choose wrong, $14-40. 

The correct answer is $10. The weighted average hours is below the simple average. This conforms to 

the reality of capitalism, where globally, the vast number of workers employed are trapped in lower 

skilled occupations. It is this weight of unskilled or less skilled labour that drags the weighted average 

below the simple average. But if the starting point of MELT is wrong, namely net output divided by 

physical hours, then everything else is wrong. It is like measuring distance with a ruler that is only 90 

cm long instead of 100 cm long, or a watch that has a 70 minute dial meaning the second hand has to 

run faster and so on and so forth.  

Mr Mavroudes is correct to criticise the MELTers for over-generalisation, but that still does not provide 

the full answer which still evades him. MELT is impossible, because in the first instance, prices can only 

be measured indirectly. And in the second, even if the first condition could be satisfied, then MELT 

would have to respond not only to these differences but their changing weight in real time. For 

example, it is hypothetically possible for the same number of hours to be worked, and yet for the net 

output to vary, for no other reason than changes in the phase of the industrial cycle itsxelf. 

So while Mr Mavroudes recognises the first condition, it is the second that evades him. 

Two minor criticisms. 

While he is correct to say: “Marx understood correctly that, in the long-run, capital is structurally 

empowered to extract relative surplus-value, whereas labour is equally structurally disadvantaged to 

bargain regularly and accurately for productivity gains.”, he is not correct to deduce “labour …is 

structurally handicapped in conceiving in advance this dimension”. In other words that labour is not 

aware of the scale of the productivity gains the introduction of a new technique of production or piece 

of equipment can achieve. Modern trade unionism is engaged continuously in negotiating productivity 

deals based on an awareness of the potential improvement in productivity. Most trade union officials 

can read and understand trading accounts and balance sheets, and if they cannot, there is a 

department within the union that can. 

The other difference is more on the theoretical side and detracts somewhat from his grasp of the 

dialectic and the method of abstraction in the overall sense. “Marx also understood that there exist 

feedback relations between essence and appearance, again contrary to Ricardo. Essence determines 

appearance but - at a secondary level and taking into account the time dimension - the latter in turn 

affects it.” This is an incorrect formulation. It assumes that the appearance of things is only 

conditioned by internal forces. This is to view a thing in complete isolation devoid of its location in the 
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external environment.  The internal forces may be the primary forces, but external forces play a 

subsidiary and modifying role. The fact is that momentary appearance of a thing is product of both 

sets of forces and their interactions. It is not and cannot simply be the interaction between the 

appearance itself and the internal forces at work. For example, when a person dies, their internal 

essence has been irreversibly transformed, and this is expressed in terms of their external appearance. 

They decompose. But if at the moment of death they are plunged into liquid nitrogen as some people 

with more money than brains will, that decomposition does not take place for countless decades. The 

person looks asleep rather than dead. But this is not the interaction between the appearance of the 

body and its changed essence, but to the different external environmental which prevents the 

operation of oxidation, bacteria, parasites and fungi. 

Conclusion. 

It could be said that I am being hypocritical,  because when I estimate variable capital and working 

capital within the framework of turnover, I too use net product, net surplus and annual compensation. 

Backward looking data. This is true. The difference is that I do not use them to arrive at a standard, 

meaning there is no reductive method involved. Rather I compare and use these aggregated figures 

at the level of aggregation. This ensures that any changes to one is reflect in similar changes to the 

other magnitudes. The role of money etc is not involved. Like is being compared to like, providing valid 

estimates. 

More to the point, I am not concerned with interpreting the capitalist pricing system for its own sake. 

For the readers familiar with my work, my focus was and remains the construction of an objective 

pricing system based on the abolition of commodity production. But to be able to understand how to 

do this, and more importantly, how to move from an indirect pricing system predicated on the law of 

value to an objective pricing system, the idiosyncrasies which drive the capitalist pricing system have 

to be first understood. Otherwise we cannot unravel them in the journey to an objective pricing 

system based directly on weighted average labour time. 

In short an objective pricing system becomes possible when intensity is homogenised and reduced to 

a 1, a constant rather than a variable. This means only two variables remain to be dealt with - skill and 

productivity - rather than the handfuls thrown up by the law of value. It is the reason I specifically used 

the element of skill to undermine MELT in the example above, because its importance is enduring. 

Thus on the input side we are able to aggregate social hours by means of the physical hours worked 

adjusted by the coefficients of labour based on skill, together with the respective weights of the bands. 

While on the output side, a single price based on weighted average labour times smooths out the 

differences in productivity resulting from the uneven technical compositions found in an industry. 

Of course if MELT was based on weighted average labour times, and took into account the more subtle 

unevenness found, it could be of service. However, it is my belief that the equivalent of MELT, 

universal labour time can only be determined in a society where the law of value no longer functions, 

and that means the abolition of commodity production and the property relations that give rise to it. 

The emergence of universal labour time marks the dawn of conscious planning, the precise allocation 

of labour time within a fully formed socialist society, to meet its needs and wants. 

 

Brian Green, September 2019 


